Team: ___________________________________________________

North Dakota State 4-H Hippology Rubric
Hippology Team Problem: Senior | Intermediate | Junior

Contestants have 10 minutes upon entering room to prepare response and five minutes to present.
Evaluation of the team problem presentation will be based on:






Organization & Presentation
Team Participation
Supporting Ideas
Completeness
Total:

Organization &
Presentation
(30 pts)

30 points
20 points
30 points
20 points
100 points

30 - 26
Logical introduction, followed by supporting
information & conclusion. Correct grammar,
good eye contact, clear voice with correct
volume, no distracting movements/habits.
Confident and engaging.

25 - 21
Has an intro, body, and conclusion,
but lacks flow (choppy). Some
distracting movements/habits. Lacks
confidence, volume and eye contact
at times.

20 - 11
Missing either a clear
introduction or clear
summary. Very little
confidence, or eye
contact.

10 - 0
No real intro or
summary, information
was random and difficult
to follow. No eye contact,
lacks confidence.
Total_______/30

Team
Participation
(20 pts)

20 - 16
Greeted judge, all members contributed
equally. All members confident in answers.
No talking over each other. True team
effort!

15 - 11
Most members contributed to
content, shyness, small
interruptions from team
members.

10 - 6
Most members contributed, very shy,
lots of interruptions or more dominate
discussion from one team member.

5-0
Only one
person
contributed
Total_______/20

Jesus rocks

Supporting
Ideas
(30 pts)

30 - 26
Extremely creative and thorough in
answer. Lots of detail, clear,
accurate and powerfully concise.

25 - 21
Great detail in answering question, some
creativity, but lacks some key points.
Fairly clear, accurate, and not too wordy.

20 - 11
Lacks creativity, lacks 3 to 4 key
points, lacks detail, not very clear
in answering the question.

10 - 0
Lacks 5 or more key
points, not detailed nor
clear. Difficult to follow.
Total_______/30

Jesus rocks

20 - 16
Completeness Depth of content reflects knowledge and
(20 pts)
understanding of topic. Main points
adequately substantiated with timely,
relevant and sufficient completeness.
Excellent intro, body and conclusion
with smooth transitions. Answers
questions confidently and completely.

15 - 11
Provides some support, but needs
more elaboration, explanations,
examples, descriptions, etc. Good
intro, body and conclusion but lacks
transitions to connect thoughts
between team members. Lacks some
confidence in answering questions.
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10 - 6
Presentation showcased some
valuable material but lacked
completeness, examples, and
detail. Intro, body or conclusion
lacked structure and clarity. Did not
answer questions completely, but
attempted questions.

5-0
Presentation
contained little to
no detail. Did not
attempt to answer
questions.

Total_______/20
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Total________/100

